
ABSTRACT 
 

 

 Pari island is one of the most favorite place among the islands in Jakarta’s 

Thousand Islands .Not too far from the capital region of Jakarta. Pari island itself has 

white sand spread across The entire island with greenish clear water which gives 

comers to easily Sea The underwater creature Ana scenery very vividly. With the 

number of people are not too crowded for pari island itself has clean air and give 

scenes of fresh so as to make many travelers choose this location to indulge more 

therefore enjoy a view of the sea pari island , you can bersnorkling coral reefs in the 

area who is still awake , many also tourists who come to pari island only to simply 

enjoy the beauty of nature nya.pantai pari island also do not have a wave that high that 

it is safe to berkegiatan a snorkel in the middle of the ocean. With natural conditions 

his friendly enough tourists also felt that the safe and comfortable enjoy the beauty of 

nature him by sit around idly on the outskirts of the coast of his .The need for the 

development of infrastructures in order to support their of tourism potential in pari 

island will greatly increased the number of tourists will come .Cabana or a concept 

large shelter become one of alternatives that sufficiently interesting to be applied in 

the area of coastal islands pari .This is going to play cabana function as a means of 

place of lounging with while enjoy the beauty of the natural surroundings .On use the 

aspect of systems into one important factor to make the results of the best products 

which has functional side, useable, comforts, and safe. So that everything the tourists 

desire , llike comfort and beauty of the design form the product takes full responsibility 

by the designer. 
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